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The collective rotation of a nuclear system with the SU-

Homlltonlnn is described by the quantal dynamical nuclear field

theory. An angular frequency In the Coriolis Interaction of the

driving llamlltonlan is replaced by a total angular momentum

operator divided by the corresponding moment of inertia. We

consider here the low spin states for a trtaxInl intrinsic

configuration. The rotational effect is taken Into account by

using the effective quadrupolc and angular momentum operators,

whose expressions are different depending on whether they rofor

to the laboratory frame or the body-fixed one. Effceltvo forms

of the total Hamiltonlan and the particle angular momentum are

compared with the exact SU_ energy and the rotor's angular momen-
ts

turn, respectively. In order to dissolve the disagreement for the

effective operators, the perturbing Interaction should be supple-

mented by a residual part of the quadrupolc-quadrupole

Interaction, which restores the rotational Invnrlancc of the

intrinsic Haniltonlan.
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Unlverslty of

§1. introduction

The cranking model1' has many attractive features In

describing the behaviour of the Individual particles (the cranked

shell model), together with the collective aspects of the nuclear

structure under rotation. The rotational frequency Is, however,

not an exact constant of motion in nuclei and there will be a

spread of rotational frequencies for & given spin. Thus, as-

sociated with this situation, difficulties arise In the

descriptions of the crossing of the bands with a large difference

of spin alignments , and In the quantitative comparisons of the

calculated electromagnetic properties with the experimental

data. ' Comparisons of the cranking model and the particle-rotor

model ' In the case of axlally symmetric intrinsic configuration

can be found, for example. In i*ef. S).

In the previous paper (hereafter roferred to as I) we have

Improved the scmlclasslcal cranking model for a nuclear system

with the SU3 llamlltonlan, by means of the dynamical nuclear field

theory (DNFT). The Coriolis coupling appears when we construct

the driving Haml1 ton Ian. Its effect Is Incorporated in the

effective operators for the quadrupole, angular momentum

operators and the total llamlltonlan. We put emphasis on the

Importance of the self-consistency conditions for the deformation

and for the rotational motion. Wo have found the calculated

energy to agree with the exact SUg result, which the cranking

model fnilod to predict.

Following I, we hero consider the quantal rotation In the

SU3 model within the framework of DNFT. We quantize the cranking

interaction by replacing the angular velocity 9. with the as-

sociated operator I J9 in which I is the total angular

momentum operator expressed in terms uT the Euler angles. In the

quantI zed cranking model, Ripka ct al. derived the Inglis

formula for the moment of Inertia 9 . The quantized cranking

term can also be regarded as the coupling of the particles with

the col 1cctlve rotation, which serves as the 1ms1s of the

particle-rotor model. While the semlclasslcal theory with the

quantization of an energy function provides us only the energy

spectra, the quantal DNFT now allows us to calculate the matrix



elements of any operators. The SU,, model is especially suited
for our purpose since the exact E2-transltlon matrix elements are
also available quantum-mechanically.4J Note that the present
method Is very much simplified as compared with the Nuclear Field

8)Theory treatment of rotational motions.
We here restrict ourselves to the treatment of low spin

states. The quantal DNFT Is presented In §2. We estimate the
effective guadrupole and angular momentum operators in §3 and §4,
respectively. In §5, the residual parts of the quadrupole-
quadrupole (QQ) interaction, not treated as the mean field, are
Included In the perturbing Interactions. Some o1 their ports
restore the rotational Invarlance, originally broken in the
Intrinsic Hamlltonlan, while others represent the couplings to
the A and r vibrations. We calculate the effective Hamlltonlan
in §6 and compare It with the exact result, obtaining some
disagreements. The effect of the two-body Interaction Is crucial
In Improving the results. Finally §7 summarizes the results.

§2. General framework of DNFT for quantal rotation

We consider a nuclear system with the Hamlltonlan

"Sp - 2
Q2>2,, (2-1)

in which Qo is the AN • 0 part of the quadrupole operator riven

symmetry Is of the harmonic oscillator type

(2-2)

Using the stretched coordinates defined In Eqs.(3-2) and (3-3) of
I, we can write h as (« « 1)

c*c«' 2 > •
(2-3)

We take the tlrac-depcndcnt llartrco approximation and obtain the
driving Hamlltonlan

hdef '
v • (2-4)

In the body-fixed frame. Here the deformed-field UanlLtonlan 1»
given by

"def ° "sp

In the present context, the appearance of the tensor lab^l v in
sufficient to Identify an operator as referring to the Intrinsic
coordinate
potential

hdef I > • (2-6)



• " . . • " o " 2

Involve filled subshells In the oscillator potential. Its con-

figuration Is taken as Ej < Z^ < E3, where

A t .
C - S <( C > , • I ),> . (2-81

" ,.| « * Z 1

The p a r t i c l e - r o t a t i o n coupling can be expressed us

3

V - V • - £ I L / 0 . ( 2 9 )
c KMl

where the angular momentum L^ referring to the «th axis of the

body-fixed frame acts on the Intrinsic particle variables. The

angular velocity 2^ In the semlclosslcal DNFT of 1 Is now ex-

pressed as lK/9 • where SK and 1 are the moment of inertia and

the total angular momentum, respectively. The latter Is given by

STSS h • «>** h
§5 .

"2 - •>"•«"

They satisfy the commutation relations

and cyclic permutation.

where w • (*. 8. *) are the orientation angles for the body-fixed

system. The moment of Inertia will be determined by the condi-

tion of self-consistency for the angular momentum, Eq.(2-15).

This couplIng (2-9) Is the some as thut appenrIng In the

particle-rotor model,

In this paper we consider low spin states of the ground

state rotational band. Restricting the intrinsic state of the p

space to be * 0 only, we Include the effect of the residual Inter-

action V in various operators. The projection operator to the

states excluded from the p space is written as q (-1 - p).

Now Y/V consider the self-consistency conditions. The col-

lective motion of a nucleus Is generated by the coherent motion

of particles in the system. The collective rotation changes the

orientation of the system and thereby brings about the change in

the location of an average deformed potential, which disturbs the

single pE-ttclc motion In the potential. The particles under

such rotational disturbances, In turn, generate a new potential,

preserving If possible the equilibrium configuration. The rota-

t tonal motion must be so If-cons Istent In the sense that the

change in the potentlal due to the collective rotation Is the

same as that generated by the particles under the rotational

disturbances. The same argument holds for the deformation. We

therefore Impose two kinds of self-consistency conditions. The

first Is of the Hartree type

- X Q
2v, off

given by

(2-11)

so that the deformations are

(2-12)

(2-10b)

From the corresponding expressions for w (2-7) together with the

configuration n, < Z* < £3. we know « . > « „ > &>„. When we define

E, by



§3. Effective quadrupole operators and D functions

/ E 1/6X <* - 1. 2. 3) (2-14) 3-1. Quadrupole operators

for SK defined by Eq.(A9) of Appendix A.

We can express the second constraint by requiring that the

cranking angular momentum I, acting on the collective orienta-

tion angles (external variables) must be generated by the

particle angular momenturn acting on the Intrinsic variables

ln.eff • 1
lc [u - 0. ±1) (2-15)

This condition determines the moment of Inertia 8. appearing In

Eq.(2-9). Calculating the effective angular momentum operator

up to first order as will be done In §4 and using Eq.(2-15), we

obtain the cranking formula

(21G)

(2-17)

for the noment of inertia. This can be reduced to

1/3X 2.

In the lowest order approximation (§4).

In cas« that Q 2 y e f f nnd Lj y o f f Include terms with non-

diagonal powers of 1^, we have to disregard these terms in the

above relations (2-lJ) and (2-15).

by the standard transformation

(3-D

The effect of rotational disturbances, however, cannot be fully

token Into account simply by the transformation of the effective

Intrinsic operators,

T ( x I ̂  5* D ̂ (&> 1T (x' ) (3*21

The reason Is obvious. The physically rotating system Indeed has

the Intrinsic changes caused by the rotational disturbances and

the simple coordinate transformation cannot make up for these

changes. Mathematically speaking, the rntatlonal effects In

terms of the angular velocities are now written quantun-

mechanlcally and they do not commute with the Euler angles In the

U functions, and therefore the operator of Eq.(3-1) nuot be

transformed as a whole.

We express the quadrupole operator relative to the

laboratory system Jn a Cartesian representation

(3'3)

where a^ • £ * <<lK)|. and D^ (K - «, T , 1, 2, 3) are defined In

Eqs.IA4), <A5) and (Bl).

In zeroth order, the contribution comes from <lfl and QT terms

(3-4)



with SK defined In Kqs.(AS) and (A9). In first order, the oscil-

lator quanta excited by the Corlolls interaction can be de-

excited by *,'s and vice versa, yielding

"S^Joff121 • I I

- | (Sfl-3) K.0"A. (3-9)

When we use the Intrinsic matrix elements given in Fq.(AlO) and

the commutation relations listed In Table 2a, we get

3[ o: • or a-if- s.X (3-6)

In second order, we calculate the contribution from each

term of the decomposition (3-3) separately. In general. the
9)

second order effective operator consists of seven terms

fl2)

In the same way, we obtain for the Q term

fl21 » - ̂  £ ="r^rjeff1

,D«]. ,3-10)
K

where we have defined the numerical coefficients f. as

(3-11)

" rllTlJlz'(plVqlVpjOp2l * <PivPjvaieP2>)

- r
1 J

T 1 2 ( l l p l 6 P j V < ' l V p 2 ) ' t P 1 8 q , V p J V p 2 ) } ] . ( 3 - 7 )

First, the Q s term which Is diagonal In the Intrinsic con-

figuration eets contrlbutlonp only from the 3rd. 4th and 6th

terms of Eq.(3-7)

[•Jeff'21

We rewrite
yielding

r. (I ;.!>"). (3-8)

and I^D^l by using Eqs.(A13) and (114),

Next, the first three terms of Eq.(3*7) contribute to the

nondlagonal $ terms as

1,D,I. . (3-12)

We evaluate the averages of the triple products by Eq.(A12) and

define s[J' as

(3-13)

-II I -



Then we have
(D2*2]e f'2'

Similarly we obtain

>» • ( 3 1 4 b >

By using Eq.(B36). we arrange the spin-dependent terms so that

stands to the right of D functions. Then we can write

* Dr(ttr*»r»

The selective appearance of the quantities such as Eg and £,,

referred to the 2 direction Is associated with our specific

choice of the Intrinsic configuration.

We now simplify these expressions for Q2 „_ by using the

lowest order self-consistency condition given by Eq.(2-17). The

first order tern Is simple

(3-15)

Each term in second order is calculated as follows

with

S, • 3 - < § - .1 . . 2
*6 4

.2 ,2

Sj S2

3
IS,

.2 .2 .2

4 I Sj S 2 S3

(3-18b)

1 f V 3,

"5 ITT'
V3, (3-16a)

We will utilize this kind of decomposition In 56.

The effective quadrupole operators referring to the body-

fixed system can be obtained very easily by dlsretardlnr D

functions appeared In the preceding equations. With no first

order contributions, they take the following forms

Veff

•16b)
S f
K K

The * terms are expressed by the double commutators and give the

same results,

s
S13
E_

lln.l.J / 3 1

(Ij.I2) / S1S2

for K • 1

for A; - 2

for K • 3 (3-19)

- 1 1 - - 1 2 -



i2 ,, from this equation by use of Eq.(A6). For

the deformations determined by the zeroth order self-consistency

We can obtain Q

the deformation

condition, all the become turo.

3.2. D functions

The zeroth and f ivs t order effect ive forms of P

§4. Effective angular momentum operators

4.1. Intrinsic angulor momentum operators

It is convenient to express the particle angular momentum

operator i } ̂  referring to the laboratory system In terms of L^ of

the body-fixed frame In the Cartes Ian representation

In second order. the 3rd, 4th and

contribute. As In the calculation of tD

6th terms of l-'q. (;*• 7)

Q^)ef.rl 2 J. we have

Ll« ' ̂  D L L l * B ?• K LK • t4*l)
i'-0. tl \"1

Expressions for 1)^, which Is now rank 1, and the commutators It

.I)",l are given In Eq.(UG< of Appendix B and T-jbU 2b. We expect

that no confusion will arise even If we use the same notation ])u

as In the case of the quadrupole operator.

Zeroth order term of L. _„ Is zero.

which can be simplified as

by using l£q.(U4). If we use the commutation relations between 1

and 0, . the right hand side of Eq.(3-21) can be expressed as <i

1 lnear comblnat Ion of D v. wl th v' » i-, i t 2. al though \ ts

explicit expression will be omitted here.

In first order, we have

' Xu.vtV

S r c t i n d o r d e r p f f e i - t s c o m o f r o m t h p f i r s t t h r e e t e r m s o f Ki] 1 3 . 6 ) .

I ' o r « • 1 . »i> r I mt

t h i s by u s i n g t i | s l A 1 2 a l a n d U \ 1 2 t > ) . « e o b t a i n

- 1 -.<•-



Similarly we have

( D S L
3 ]err l i ! l t 2 Vi*2 ) • a - ' ^ v • " 3 > 1

The lowest order self-consistency Is realized by Eq.{217)

for 9 , because we then have

ThLs means that total angular momentum Is constructed by the

particle degrees of freedom In a laboratory frame. In this case,

the second order term remains but Is Just linear In I.,.

In calculating the total angular momentum operators refer-

ring to the laboratory frame, we use the transformation (3«1).

Its effective form coincides with ths original operator,

for n = 1, 2 .

" h (4-10a)

(4-10b)

In second order, the contributions from the 3rd. 4th and 6th

terms of Eq.(3-7) cancel out.

f121
f

fi2' '

The effective foras of L l v or L^ referrlne to the Intrinsic

system are given by

Calculation of I1(/ e f f or 1^ e(f

system Is the same as that of D ...

K.eff 10) LK • Veff[11 - 0 ,

relative to the Intrinsic

(4-lla)

K • ( !„.

f121 •
is;

for K • 1, 2 and G.

We Bust note that In deriving the first terms of Eqs.(4-5a) and

(V5c) we have used the commutation relations 11 „,Df 1 = -ID" (I,

•Dj] - lDj, and thus these terns vanish for LK ... In the case

of S « l/3xt we have

(4*9)

i2

s .
(4-llb)

4.2. Total anrular momentum operators

- 1 5 -



§5. Inclusion of two-body interactions in the driving

Hamlltonian

5.1. Departure of the driving Hamlltonlan form the Hartree

approximation

From the discussions on the energy given In §6 and on the

energy and E2 transition of the nxlally symmetric system treated

in our nexr paper , we will find that the effective operators

obtained by using the Cor lolls interaction V only as the pertur-

bation do not agree with the exact results of the SU» model

expanded up to the same order and the differences are by no means

small. Thereby we supplement the interaction V of fi by the

residual part of the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction not in-

cluded In the average field, thus departing from the Hartree

approximation.

We rewrite the QQ force as

(5-1)

i V L* i 3 - V A (5-4)

in which Vy, Is given by

Q21Q21 + Q2-1Q2-1 + k (Q22-Q2-2= " 2

in terms of Q2i/ referring to the Intrinsic frame. Definitions of

Qfl, QT and * K are given In Eqs.{A4) and (A5). We can regard *K

as proportional to the angle conjugate to L . This Interaction

Is responsible for the restoration or the rotational Invarlance

broken In the original H d e f. N.vnely, H d e f Itself does not com-

mute with L

"def (5-3)

However. If we replace the commutator I SK. t»K. I by Its average

given in Eq.(All) as usually done in the RPA treatment, we obtain

Thus the addition of Vy to- H^ f guarantees a vanishing restoring

force against the fluctuation of the orientation angles;

2SV

- sr ) K (5-S)

due to Eq.(2-17).

Since vy consists of 2p-2h and Op-oh excitation parts, it

can not affect any lp-lh type operator in first order. We con-

sider its second-order effect in which 8efrl2| is contributed by

V and V each acting once. This contribution will be specified

as 0 ,~l2cv>l, while those calculated In §4 and §5 will be denoted

as 0eff(2ccl.

When the intrinsic field is asymmetric, the quantum number K

with respect to the Intrinsic axis is not a good quantum number

any longer. The fluctuation in the T direction, or the r vlorft-

tton can be expected to couple with the rotational degrccg of

freedom (see. for example, ref. 11 on the macroscopic treatment

of the coupled system of rotation and r vibration). Since the

mean values of Q. and Q in VQ have already been taken into

account In the mean field, only their fluctuation terms

- 5 * («« " (5-6)

which are related to the 6 and r vibrations, respectively, con-

tribute to the effective operators. When we Include its effect

obtained by acting V. or V and V each once in second order in
B T C

the same way as V^, we denote it as 0off(2c/S) or 0of|.|2cr|.

However, it will turn out that these effects do no* bring about

any Improvement.

5.2. Quadrupole operators

The effect of V_ on Q_ „• comes only from the •„ terms.

In Eq.(3-7), the 4th and 6th terms do not contribute because of

m e different excitation patterns of vr and Vc (2p-2h or Op-Oh

vs. lp-lh). We note that the energy denominators are 2EK for the

-IK-



p -* q excitation due to V^. This occurs for the first and third

terms (no effect from the 7th term) when the interactions act In

the order of '; x V (similarly for the second and third terms

(but not from the 5th term) for the ordering of Vc x V^).

Writing contributions from Its 2p~2h part In the ordering as

stated above, we find that because of Eq.(Al9) it vanishes.

P"I, (5-7al

Next, for the Op-Oh part of Vy, (DjJ*K>off Involves the

contribution froa V with the same K only. We get

which reduces to

for * (2-17). We note that the dominant part 3DJJ/2 - D"/2

cancels with the corresponding term of Q_ _,(2ccl(3-18).

The diagonal parts of V« and Vr affect only the • teras via

the first and second terms of Eq.(3*7),

1

V

where «rc have put

for 1 > (5-11)

Thus wo have

• - 2 (5 • 7b)

In which the Intrinsic Batrlx elements are evaluated by using

Eqs.(MO) nnd (M7>. Addlnr these, «e have

E2
 l V "K

,23 S f

2M.«rt 2 Kml ^ 2 X K

Their sum Is equal to

(5-12a)

(5-12b)

(S-8) *2«.e
(5-13)

- I P -



which reduces to
(l^.D^I of Eq.(5* 7b). In the present cose, however f these two
effects cancel each other.

for 9K (2-17).
For the quadrupole operators referring to the Intrinsic

frame, all *".he second order corrections are zero.

(S-1G)

as can be seen from the presences of the commutators M^.D^I in
Eqs,<5*B) and (5*12).

V,, on l-lu cff

S.3. Angi or momentum operators
The second-order effect of the Zp-2h V,, on l-lu cff Is Blvca

by

(-

the Intrinsic matrix elements es Eq,<A13), wo fct

-,.[2c4) = 0 O ; —*= ID" . k5-10&)

3 S f

C K

2

•B'lOb)

Thetr sum is cqunl to

(5-lOul

On tho othor hand, the contribution from the Op-Oh V Is given by

("X-Wft^"' « <- is »X>
l*or the angular momentum oporotors relntlvo to tho Intrinsic

systom, *p have

15211

On the other hand. »o hnvc no corrections for the total angular

momentum operators and the I> functions.

'u.cff | 2 c l 1 ' ° • 'l...eff|2c" ' °
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5.4. Rotational energy as a perturbation

As another method for lnclud trig <i two- body 1 ni or net I mi to

the driving HamiltonIan we here briefly comment on the mode! of
12)

Elliott and Skyrme. They const rue tod i ht> intrinsic

HamiltonIan by subtracting the rota 1 tonal energy from the tot n l

Hamilton Ian <2-l). The rotational part V'

In i-uiiiriisl w 11 li !•() ( r. • I 7 ) . T h o f i r s t t e r m c o i n c i d e s w i t h t h e

f i r s t orili-r 1 , , , I I | M - O ) H o w e v e r , t h i s t e r m s h o u l d b e1 u . I1 I I

d<-liMe<! beenusp »o Include only the fluctuating part of V-. The

second lertn brings In another higher-order effect without

cnncelltiiK with l?q . ! 4 • 7 ) . Wo thereby iiorsue no more the effect

of Including VD

(for the case of SK • 1/3X • S) Is treated as a kind of two-hoil.v

Interaction. In our treatment, the one-body average of \' Is

regarded to be extracted !n the form of the Corlolls coupling v .

Thus we only have to take Into account tho fluctuating part of \'c

as the perturbatlve Interaction for generating the effective

operators ln EddlMon to Vc (see also ref. 13).

We consider the second order contributions obtained by Vc

and Ve each acting once (denoted as 0 _ (2cC|). The internrtlon

Vg has the same form as V^ except for the replacement of t. by

L^. As noted at the end of Appendix A, tho effect of the Op-0,.

part of Vg Is the same as that of Vr, while Its 2p-2h pnrt has

extra minus sl»n. Since Q 2 u o f f gets a contribution from the Op-

Oh part of V£ only, we have the result

§6 . Kffeet (ve H/iml 1 Ionian

The ofrnciivp form of the UnmllIonian H goverlng the total

system can be expressed as

"eff "sp"sp.eff - I * £ QL,eff «2<,.« (B'l)

ln the llartrce approximation. The first terra takes the form

"sp.eff101 • W - "sp.eff1"1 ' ° l n

In calculating the second term of Eq.lB-l). "c use the

expressions of a 2 u f. given In Eqs. (3.18a), (3'18b), (5-0) and

(5-14) obtained by'taklng SK 1217). The cocfriclsnts a^ and aT

of Kqs.(3'18a) and (3.18b) arc composed of various contributions,

so that we write

(5-24)
(6-3)

We cannot expect the cancellation of the undesirable term 3DJJ/2 -
In powers of the perturbing Interaction. Noting the unltnrlty

relation (D2), two lowest-order parts of the product

QL.effQ2u,cff
 Br0 *lvcn by

[01x101: a ^ l O ) 2 • 3a,IO! Z • S 2 • 3S 2 • 4(A 2« Xu > u 2 ) , (6-4n)

(5-25) ): 2aal0|aall| • 6oTl0|arll] • ). (6-4b)

-23- - 2 1 -



In second order, the product of first order terms gives different from that we meet In treating the axiAlly symmetric

case.101

(l)x[lj: a . I U 2 • 3a [1JZ • 12 , (0-So) Finally, the second order effect of V^ and VT Is given by

while the product of the zeroth- and second-order Cortolls terms I 0|x|2c.U«r]: 2asl0In^l2c,fr] » Bny[o]nrI 2c.«»T1

contributes

3 i i- 2S 3( i- • i- )) - BSV 5< i- - 5- - I

[0)xI2cc]: 2a<[0]afl[2cc] • 6aTl0]arl2cc

2S 3( i- • i- )) - BSV 5< i- - 5- - I- >) • IB. (6-8)a 4 o. ;>„ r J a. :>,, »2

which cannot dissolve the discrepancy,

, 3 9 i 'l l2 , Thus. In contrast with the axlallv symmetric case treated In
• " 2S.I ^ ~ Jc— * T ^ 5— * c— ' ' 10)

° * 2 1 S the next paper ', the calculated energy disagrees with the exact
_ „ „ value by a spin- and (A. u)~ Independent number. The evaluation
T I I

, 1_ 3 1 i _1 _2 n _3 n °^ next order terms might be required for further Improvements.

" B Sr V 2 " 4S2 " 4
 l Sj ' Sa " ̂  S3 "

• 9 - 8< » « ( > ) - 3? 2 . (6-5b)

Addition of these terms gives

2 x j- Q2u,eff 92u.cff

(0-6)

for 5 » 1/3X. We find that It disagree with the oxnet energy

because of the presece of the second term In Eq.(6-6).

Aiming to dissolve this di screpancv we consider the effect

of Vp. This gives a spin-independent contribution

( 0 M 2 C V 1 : aa^toia^Ucv) • Gart O]arl 2cv]

- 6( A * M ) - 9 , (6-7)

which cancels the spln-lndepandont part of Eq.(6*5b). But there

still remains the discrepancy due to the [1) x III term. Note

that the way of cancel1 at Ion between Eqs.(G•5b) and (6•7) is



§7. Summary and discussion

The DNFT method has been extended to a quantized form In the

description of the collective rotational motion of a nuclear

system with the SU3 Hmlltonlan. Discussion Is restricted to tUe

low spin states based on a trlaxlal configuration. We have

replaced the angular velocity of the semlcVassleal cranking

Interaction by IK/8K, In which 1^ Is the rotor's angular momentum

operator expressed In terms of the Euler angles. Thon the Inter-

action Is equivalent to the Corlolls coupling used In the

particle-rotor model. Owing to the quantization procedure, we

can now treat the transitions as well as the energy eigenvalues.

The effect of rotational disturbances Is taken Into account

by the use of the effective operator Instead of Its original

fom. Restricting to the Corlolls coupling. Bohr and Mottclson

obtained the transformed operator by viewing the perturbation

expansion In terms of a canonical transformation. Klnouch!141

applied the method to the Sl)g model for an axially symmetric

configuration, and obtained essentially the snmc result as the

DNFT. However, their method requires highly Involved evaluations

of commutators and antlcommutators even In the sccctd-ordor

calculations. In contrast, the present DNFT calculates various

matrix elements Just as easily as the ordinary perturbation

theory. Moreover, the effect of two-body Interactions can easily

be taken Into account.

With the Corlolls coupling we have found some difference

between the effective Hamtltonlan and the cxnpt SL3 enc'y, which

Is by no means small. By Including a residual part of the QQ

force as a new Ingredient to the perturbing Interaction, thus

departing from the Hartree approximation, we can reduce Min

difference by one order of magnitude with respect to A. rhls

Interaction V^ is not Included In the mean field, but Is as-

sociated with the fluctuation of particle's orientation angle?

relative to the angles defining the body-fixed frame. It re-

stores the rotational lnvarlance of the Intrinsic llamlltonlnn In

the RPA sense, and makes the agreement complete wlih the exnet

results In the axlally symmetric case.10) Inclusion of other

parts of the QQ force representing the coupling with the a and r

vibrations does not bring about any Improvement wlthlR our

consideration.

We have Imposed two kinds of self-consistency conditions

which guarantee that the deformation and the rotation are cat)sod

by the particles In the system. We take the corronpondence

between the deformation parameters ay {v » 0. ±2) and the effec-

tive quadrupole operators referring to the Intrinsic frame

Q 2 ,,. In lowest order. The constraint • -_ » 0 for * • 1, 2

and 3 means that the field under consideration Is defined In the

coordinate system referred to the principal axes, BO that the

fluctuations of the angles relative to the rotor are zero; # e»-

- 0. This condition Is fulfilled to second order, not affected

by the two-body interaction.

The second constraint L[(1 eff • I1(J states that the total

angular momentum of the system is generated by the angular nomen*

turn acquired by th«s particles. The monent of Inertia is then

equal to l/3x In first order. It Is gratifying that L1(l ef{ does

not contain nonlinear terms In ? even IT we Include the second

order effect. But It Is not strictly equal to I. . Wo do not
G \

have such kind of discrepancy In the s'»ralclasslcal rotation or

the axlally symmetric case.9' In the latter. Vf Is effective In

dissolving this discrepancy. It is an open question whether the

present disagreement may be connected with a quantum fluctuation

effect or an Insufficient treatment of higher order corrections.

we can thus expect that the quante.1 DNFT can be very effi-

cient for studying the energies and transitions for low spin

slates In more realistic casci. Extension to high spin states Is

highly desirable.
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Appendix A

- Intrinsic Matrix Elements -

We horo summarlzo the Intrinsic matrix olomcnts which aro

used In our paper. They comprise the expectation viilues of Uio

products of the operators

- I <1,1
(Al)

{K - 1, 2, 3: a - <S, r). In case that the projection operators

to the q space are Inserted in between these operators, we

usually omit the symbol q, For example, we write <L q *,,> as

the quadrupolc operators can be expressed by

q2±l " JI " l ^ V - "2*2 •"q20 (A6)

We take the Intrinsic state In p space to be a deformed sub-

closed shell, whose conflgutatlon Is given by E^ < Ej, < E3, that

The expectation values of q. and q are

(A7)

Al. Definitions

We define the set of operators

1 2 3 4 "2 3 1 4

(A2a)

(A2b)

that stxlft an oscillator quantum from one to nnothcr of the

Cartesian axes for K. t A-- (K. - 1, 2, 3). In terms of these

shift operators, the AN • 0 parts of the angular momentum

operators, referred to the same set of axes are given by

1 ( C 13 K ( A 3 )

The operators v proportional to the angle variables conjugate to

t-K In an average sense ( see Eq.(AlD) are defined by

"l " e23 - *32' f2 ' 1(e13 * e 3 1 K *3 " ' ( C

By defining two diagonal operators qa and q by

q« • 2e33 " ell" C22- "r " C22 " c i r

" e21 > • ( A 4 )

<Qr> - Sy - S2 - E, - «.

In which we used the definitions

A2. Double Products

Wo need the following products

(A3)

(AS)

(<t, x1 - 1, 2. 3). (A10)

T h e first t y p e w i t h « > • « ' • ) e x p r e s s e s

A

With this form, the equalities <«1£1> • <"l
ei> " " ^ I ' P " " <"j

i",> are evident. By subtracting the products <'ez3e32)i> "lllcn

are equal to zero.. (E.2.> reduces to a sum of commutators. By

using Eq.(A2b), we get

-29



" e22»l>

Supplementing the zero terms twice, we find

3"l> " ' \

Starting from the commutators [t,.r,l • 2(e__ - c . _ ) . [£,,¥•„] =
1 1 Jo J£<£ l £

IS*-, e t - , we can get

By noting that * , Is antl-hermltlan. we again get Eq.(AlO).

A3. Triple Products

We firstly consider the triple products Involving three 8's

or two £'s and one r. We classify them by the ordering of their

suffices as (1, 2. 3), (Z, 3. 1) and (3, 1, 2):

( 1 , 2 , 3 ) : <C122Jg> • <2j e
2

1 ' 3 ' ' " ^ e i ( < '2 e3^ " ^*1*283^ * O l

(2.3.1); <«2«3«1> • <V3>1> " < V 3 V • " < V 3 V • ' V

(3.1,2): <e,«i*a> - « , ! . F , ) • - <«,»,«!>> - - < V , O • 1 S T

(A12a)

Their complex conjugates give the following matrix elements

(3,2,1): <B322ei> • ̂ *3e2Bl^ " ̂ £ *2ei'> " <*83e21°l'> ' "'

(2,1,3);

(A12b)

Let us consider <fi-^j22>. The L. operator contributes from

Its (e a 2) ( In the following equation

A
<2,et£2> - <L.qL,qL,> • - 1 E <(e,.qL,qe ).> .

Next, we consider the products Involving two 2 and one q*

or q . Since q. and q are diagonal , the suff ices of two B'9
T fl T

must be equal.

<V3 ) SV

<»re2> • < V 1 ) S 2 - <£3"r*3> • t S r - 2

As as example we take ( £ . c u £ . X which Is given byx o i

(A13)

( A 1 4 )

1) - (E2 • 1) - tl • Sa - 3. Multiplying this with <e1e1> •

we get the result given In Eq.(A13)>

A4. Fourfoid Products

when we use the two-body Interaction such as V^, we got the

following fourfold products

(A1S)

Other types of products as <eJqf^qS;1> • <'i1
|>*1''j^ a r e J1 sted In

Table 1. When the suffices of the first and last £A or »A, are

different, the expectation values are zero-

We decompose v Into Its 2p-2h and Op-oh parts

*\ ' ( *23 * "e32 ' " l 2e23e32 * C33 " e22 ' ' ( A 1 6 )

- 3 1 -



The 2p-2h part affects <v q£~>. while the Op-Oh part contributes
n K K

to <V«V-From Table

3

* V * " 2V
In the a x l a l l y symmetric case with the maximum alignment (S 3 = u
= 0, S, • Sg • A) ,• we have

(A18)

We also note the following relations

When we take Into account the recoil term as the perturba-
2 2

tlon we need the products which Involve Z. Instead of f^. The
decomposition of 2^ Is the same as that of vjj (A16), except for
the opposite sign of the Op-Oh part. Therefore, the products of
the type <CwqC.,qfi > are the same as Eq,(A15), while the products

q K K K

<2A,q£^qCv> hove the opposite sign from those listed in Table 1
(similarly fcr <£A J>* C^> (A - 1, 2. 3 and K « l, 2)).

Appendix B

- Some Relations Involving D Functions -

Bl. The Case of Effective Quadrupole Operators
The D" functions used In rewr

Cartesian representation are defined by
The D4. functions used In rewriting Q 2 in terms of the

if

satisfy the unltarity relations

I D̂ * D .̂ - 5K^.(3 - 26KK,) (*r, K' " 6, r. 1, 2, 3). (B2)
u

In §4 we use the following anti-commutation relations

(B3)

which are derived by use of the relation <A ,B> - [A.IA.BII •
2IA.B1A * 2BA2. We will also make use of the following relation

" 2 ( U K '

For the axlally symmetric case, we need the relations

(B4)

3).

(Bl)

(05)

B2. The Case of Effective Angular Momentum Operators

The D£ functions used In expressing L1(j In terms of the

Cartesian components LK are defined by

The commutation relations of these D" with 1^ are listed In Table

2b.
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